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This toolkit was created in 2021 for the co-creation
sessions of the Sustainable UX Manifesto community
(SUX).

This toolkit offers a methodical framework Can Know,
Can Do & Should Do* and is used to find ways to
integrate sustainable values into the work of UX
designers.

The approach of this toolkit is to focus on the UN
Sustainable Development Goals in order to make a
contribution as a designer.

Who is this toolkit for?
The SUX Toolkit is for every design team or community
who want to develop ways, ideas, and solutions to act
more sustainably in their day-to-day work.

How to use the toolkit?
How you can use the toolkit is explained step by step
here.

Ready? Let's go! :)

*inspired by Wei et al. (2019)

SUX brand identity & design
by Isabel Pettinato

Adapted framework & SUX toolkit
by Alice Markmann

Find common ground and
understanding of the SDG in

relation to UX Design

Build a knowledge base

... continue over time

Look into current practice & find
potential opportunities to attack

Ideate for solutions to include
the sustainable value into the

design process

... continue over time

Find the UX Design goal in the
selected SDG?

Create a UX Design vision

Reevaluate the vision over
time

Find a common
understanding of the SDG &

create a knowledge-base

CAN KNOW

Find the UX Goal in the SDG,
formulate the first Vision

SHOULD DO

Analyse the current design
practice step by step & find
opportunities to integrate

sustainability values

CAN DO

Chose an opportunity,
ideate & develop solutions

CAN DO
Continue building up the

knowledge base

CAN KNOW

Revisit the vision

SHOULD DO
Present ideas & solutions

to the team

CAN DO

Revisit the vision

SHOULD DO

Hi, nice to meet you!
I'm Alice and I will help you 

prepare your co-creation 
session

I'll give you a few tips and 
tricks to make your session a 

success.

For my examples, I will 
use SDG 5 Gender equality

You want to learn more about the Sustainable UX Manifesto?
Visit our website & follow us:

Facilitated by
Thorsten Jonas, Isabel Pettinato, Bavo Lodewyckx, Chris
Stark, Helle Martens & UX Copenhagen, Alice Markmann

hello@sustainableuxmanifesto.com
E-Mail

We use our Slack community to work together, but also to
share great ressources, articles, events, etc. regarding
sustainability.

Join on Slack

For the session, you need at least one moderator

It makes sense to carry out the co-creation session
with 4 or more participants

The length of the sessions is approx. 1 1/2h
depending on the size of the team and your
personal adjustments

But don't forget to 
plan a break

First, you agree with your team which SDG you
want to work on

In preparation for the session you ask the
participants to read the selected SDG

Ask the participants to bring an example of a
digital product or service in which the selected
SDG plays a role (this can be positive or
negative)

You can also point out, if the participants
already know other resources about the topic,
such as articles or books, bring them with
them as well

Select one of the recommended goals
that you want to tackle!

A co-creation session should always have an
agenda so that the participants know what to
expect

We have already prepared something for that

The agenda is formulated for the activities of
this toolkit. You can of course, adjust it as you
like

Starting with an ice-breaker is always good. It helps to warm up the
participants to feel comfortable in interaction with each other.

Choose an ice-breaker that thematically fits your selected SDG. Ask a
simple question that will lead the participants to reveal something
personal about themselves.

Explain the task
Set the timer for 3 min.
Give every participant 1 min. to introduce themselves
Bring a short critical discussion/question (related to the
ice-breaker answers)

How to do it

When you were little, who was
your favorite super hero and why?

Name
Pronoun you prefer (optional)
Short professional background

MartinSteffano Sarah Teresa

Here we have an 
example of the SDG 
5 Gender Quality

IN THIS EXAMPLE, 
Participants should 

choose their super hero 
and then explain why

We assume that many of 
the super heroes are 

male and then put that 
up for discussion

Sarah
- She / her

- UX Strategy
- Sailer Moon

Teresa
- She / her

- spiderman
- UI Design

Martin
- UX 

designer
- son goku

Steffano
- He / him

 - UX 
Researcher
- Hercules

Give participants a 
limited amount of 

time. Use miro's timer 
function for this

Now you!

When you were little, who was
your favorite super hero and why?

Name
Pronoun you prefer (optional)
Short professional background

Tell us ...

Pick a sticky note color
for the whole workshop

+ +
The activity on the left side of the template is a short
brainstorming session. The participants should write
down their thoughts and feelings about the topic of the
SDG.

On the right side of the participant should think about
the relation to UX design.

Ask the participants to answer the question on the left side
of the template
Set the timer for 3 min.
Give each participant 1 min. to present their thoughts

Ask the participants to complete the sentence on the right
side of the template
Set the timer for 3 min.
Give each participant 1 min. to present their thoughts

How to do it

What are your thoughts when you
think about gender equality?

The first thing I think about / when it comes to
gender equality is ...

The last thing I learned / read / heard about
gender equality is ...

For me, gender equality means ...

The best example of gender equality for me is ...

Gender equality is important because ...

I always associate gender equality with ...

We need a world in 
which people are 
treated equally 
regardless of 

gender, origin or 
social circumstances

Genders 
are still not 

treated 
equally

gender 
equality must 
be established 
at many levels 
in our society

Equal rights, 
treatment and 
treatment for 

all genders

there is little 
gender 

equality at 
the moment

Optional: You can add image which supports your thoughts.

Tell us ...

Pick a sticky note color
for the whole workshop

... we create 
products that can 

direct human 
behavior to the 
positive or the 

negative

... we want 
a good UX 

for all 
genders

... technology 
communicates with the 
user via the frontend. It 
can communicate well 

or badly. Its the UX 
Designers resonsibility

... people can be 
excluded 

through design. 
Inclusive design!

Please complete the sentence:

The goal of gender equality is
related to UX Design because ...

What are your thoughts when you
think about your SDG?

Supportive beginnings of sentences that you can but don't have to use:

The first thing I think about / when it comes
to [your SDG] is ...

The last thing I learned / read / heard about
[your SDG] is ...

For me, [your SDG] means ...

The best example of [your SDG] for me is ...

[your SDG] is important because ...

I always associate [your SDG] with ...

Optional: You can add image which supports your thoughts.

Please complete the sentence:

The goal of [your SDG] is related
to UX Design because ...

Supportive beginnings of sentences that you can but don't have to use:

Your SDG

This activity is about building a knowledge base around
the SDG topic with the participants.

In the first table, Digital Products and Services, the
participants have to categorise the examples they have
brought with them
If the participants know publications on the topic (in
terms of design), they can add them to the second table
Publications
Set the timer for 3 minutes
Give each participant 1 minute to present the example

In the second activity, the participants have to collect
important terms related to the topic of the SDG
Set the timer for 3 minutes
Give each participant 1 minute to present the example

How to do it

Example Collection

29.04.2021

Airbnb does not assign a gender identity to
their users. They consider the gender of
individuals to be what they identify and/or
designate on their user profiles, and they
expect the Airbnb community to do the
same.

AirbnbTravel

22.04.2021
One of the main character is Trans, really
gender sensitive game

Tell Me WhyGame

22.04.2021

22.04.2021

Learn how to use right pronouns, a lot of
them I never heard before

PronounsEducation

Online shops are often divided between
men and women, but some would like to
buy clothing that is not stereotypical

E.g ZalandoE-commerce
Fashion

Pink Programming is a non-profit
organization that organizes code events for
the female, transgender, and non-binary
communities.

PinkProgramming
-LeanIn Circles

Education

Facebook included the option to chose
different types of gender and the preferred
pronoun 22.04.2021

facebook.de
Facebooks

Gender settings
Social media

Date / Source / LinkWhy is it a positive / negative
example?

Positive /
Negative

PictureName / TitleCategory

22.04.2021
https://www.pink
programming.se/

en.zalando.de

ZALANDO | High Streetto High End FashionOnlineShop the latest fashion & shoes online |Free Delivery & Returns on ALL orders |Over 1,900 Brands – new products everyday!

pronouns.minus18.org.au

Pronouns / Minus18

gamerant.comTell Me Why PortraysTrans Characters inHealthier Way Than TheLast of Us 2Though The Last of Us 2 has transrepresentation, the game's protrayal ofthe character is not as healthy as thetrans character in Tell Me Why.

www.airbnb.co.uk

NondiscriminationPolicy - Airbnb HelpCentre

E.g websites, mobile/voice/ tv apps, IoT, AI, AR, VR, MR, other software, ...

Example publications

"They are not edge cases. They are 
human beings, and we owe them our 

best work.”
good examples how not to design

Why do you recommend it?

Shows how design can have a 
negative impact 

22.04.2021
facebook.deby Mike Monterio Ruined by Design 

Where can I find it? LInk,
date

What it is about?AuthorTitle
Gender
The socially constructed 
characteristics that a person is given 
by society, such as norms, behaviours 
and relationships. Most societies 
define gender as binary, where a 
person is either a man or woman. 
However, our gender is irrespective of 
whether a person is born male or 
female.

Gender Stereotype
Preconceived ideas of what women and 
men’s attributes, characteristics and 
roles should be based on their gender

Gender Bias
Actions or thoughts that are prejudiced 
(consciously or unconsciously) because 
of preconceived ideas of what women 
and men’s attributes, characteristics 
and roles should be based on their 
gender.

Sexism
Attitudes and actions that discriminate 
against people based solely on their 
gender

Gender Aware
Ability to view how society assigns 
gender roles and relationships and the 
ability to understand the effects this 
has. Related terms: gender sensitive

Gender Balanced Languages
Language that is not gender specific 
and which considers people in 
general, with no reference to women 
and men or at least equitable 
representation of women and men.

Related terms: gender fair language, 
gender neutral language

Gender Norms
The established gender binary in 
societies that defines the gender of a 
person as a man if he is born male or a 
woman if she is born male. Persons 
who do not fit the gender norms are 
often discriminated against and 
stigmatised.

Gender Identity
Gender identity is each person’s 
internal and individual experience of 
gender. It is their sense of being a 
woman, a man, both, neither, or 
anywhere along the gender spectrum. 
A person’s gender identity may be the 
same as or different from their sex at 
birth.

Sexual orientation
Sexual orientation is interpersonal: Who 
we are physically, emotionally and/or 
romantically attracted to.

Sex assign at birth
The sex (male or female) assigned to a 
child at birth, most often based on the 
child's external anatomy. Also referred 
to as birth sex, natal sex, biological sex, 
or sex.

Non-Binary
Most people – including most 
transgender people – are born either 
male or female. But some people 
don’t neatly fit into the categories of 
‘man’ or ‘woman’, or ‘male’ or 
‘female’. For example, some people 
have a gender that blends elements 
of being a man or a woman, or a 
gender that is different than either 
male or female. Some people don’t 
identify with any gender. Some 
people’s gender changes over time. 
Related terms: trans, transgender

Transgender
Describes a person whose gender 
identity and assigned sex at birth do 
not correspond. Also used as an 
umbrella term to include gender 
identities outside of male and female. 
Sometimes abbreviated as trans.

Cisgender
Cisgender is the term used for people 
whose gender identity matches their 
sex at birth. For example, a person 
who identifies as a woman and was 
born female. This term is used as an 
opposite to transgender.

Gender non-conforming 
Describes a gender expression that 
differs from a given society’s norms for 
males and females.

Heteronormativity
The assumption that everyone is 
heterosexual, and that heterosexuality 
is superior to all other sexualities.

They/them (pronoun set)
Grammatically accepted gender-neutral 
singular pronoun set according to many 
style-guides including Merriam Webster 
and Associated Press.

Trans woman/ transgender 
woman/male-to-female (MTF)
A transgender person whose gender 
identity is female may use these terms 
to describe themselves. Some will just 
use the term woman.

Collect important Terms of this topic

Add the term, a short definition and the link of your source.

Digital Products and services Publications

E.g Books, articles, research,...

Collect important Terms of this topic

Add the term, a short definition and the link of your source.

Digital Products and services Publications

E.g Books, articles, research,...

Example Collection

[Give one example, so 
that the participant see 

how it works]

[Give one example, so 
that the participant see 

how it works]

Date / Source / LinkWhy is it a positive/negative
example?

Positive /
Negative

PictureName / TitleCategory

Example publications

[Give one example, so that
the participant see how it

works]

Why do you recommend it? Where can I find it? LInk,
date

What it is about?AuthorTitle

E.g websites, mobile/voice/ tv apps, IoT, AI, AR, VR, MR, other software, ...

Example term
Definition / Description

[Give one example, so that the
participant see how it works]

Term
Definition / Description

Term
Definition / Description

Term
Definition / Description

Term
Definition / Description

Term
Definition / Description

Term
Definition / Description

Term
Definition / Description

The green and the red 
color show if an example 
is positive or negative

Fill in the tables with a few 
examples so that the 

participants can see how it 
works

Don't worry if the 
knowledge-base doesn't get 
that extensive at first.

You can expand it in the 
course of the further 

sessions.

To reach gender-equality in digital products, we have to
... (think / consider / understand / ...

It is important to design gender-equal /-sensitive digital
products because ...

The UX vision of Gender Equality

Please Complete the sentence..

In order to design gender-equal /-sensitive digital
products, we have to ... (do / make / implement / create /
...).

..technology is currently 
shaping the younger 

generations and we have 
the responsibility to 

educate them within every 
field, including design

...I want to live 
in a world in 

which all 
people are 

treated equally

... we can no 
longer tolerate 
discrimination

... we don't 
want to 
exclude 
anyone

... consider 
imagery, 
language, 

colors, forms, 
etc

... implement new 
workflows, create 
new guidelines, 
create space for 

discussion

...understand that our 
society is following still 

wrong assumptions, 
and that these are no 

longer allowed to have 
a place in new 
technologies

... understand where 
there is gender-

inequality and we 
should drive into the 
direction of gender-
equality to the new 

"normal".

... implement new 
workflows, create 
new guidelines, 
create space for 

discussion

...update our 
design process 

towards 
including all 

genders

...create safe 
digital places, 

where 
everybody is 

equal by design.

... to work 
in diverse 

teams

... because we 
have to discard 

old stigmata and 
we shouldn't offer 
a place for them 

in digital products

we need to 
dis-establish 

old 
mindsets

...nobody 
should feel 
forgotten

... we care 
for equality 

in our 
society

... include a 
diverse user 
group in our 
research & 

testing

Depending on your chosen 
SDG, you may have to adjust 

the beginning of the 
sentences a little

The method is inspired by Simon 
Sinek's Golden Circle, to 

answer the questions why, how & 
what.

This activity is about defining the UXD vision for the
selected SDG. Using a creative writing task, three
sentences are formulated.

Ask the participants to complete the sentences
Set the timer for 5 min.
Give each participant 1 min. to present their vision

How to do it

5 min

To reach [Insert your SDG] in digital products, we have
to ... (think / consider / understand / ...

It is important to design for [Insert your SDG] because ...

The UX vision of [Insert your SDG]

Please Complete the sentence..

In order to design for [Insert your SDG] , we have to ...
(do / make / implement / create / ...).

5 min

Task 1: Touch the topic

easy difficult

fun boring

important unnecessary

Please take your color and slide it onto the scalars.

I like...

Please complete the sentences for further feedback of this task.

I wish...

What if...

Task 2: Build a knowledge base Task 3: Let's create a vision

easy difficult

fun boring

important unnecessary

Please take your color and slide it onto the scalars.

I like...

Please complete the sentences for further feedback of this task.

I wish...

What if...

easy difficult

fun boring

important unnecessary

Please take your color and slide it onto the scalars.

I like...

Please complete the sentences for further feedback of this task.

I wish...

What if...

Task 1: Touch the topic

easy difficult

fun boring

important unnecessary

Please take your color and slide it onto the scalars.

...the 
connection 

from the 
SDG to UX

I like...

Please complete the sentences for further feedback of this task.

... we could 
talk longer 
about the 

relation to UX

I wish...

What if...

Task 2: Build a knowledge base Task 3: Let's create a vision

easy difficult

fun boring

important unnecessary

Please take your color and slide it onto the scalars.

... that I 
learned 

something 
new

I like...

Please complete the sentences for further feedback of this task.

... we could 
collect more 

books or 
articles

I wish...

..we bring 
next time 

more 
examples?

What if...

easy difficult

fun boring

important unnecessary

Please take your color and slide it onto the scalars.

..our 
vision

I like...

Please complete the sentences for further feedback of this task.

I wish...

What if...

If you want to know more 
about the feedback method 
I like, I wish, What if, 

you can find it here

The last part of the session contains a feedback tool in
which the participants can rate all activities of the session,
add additional feedback or inspiration.

Ask the participants to set the circles with their sticky
note color on the range of the sliders
If the participant want to add further feedback, they can
add them on the sticky notes
Set the timer for 5 minutes
Give each participant 1 minute to say something about
their feedback

How to do it

5 min
3 min3 min 3 min 3 min

5 min

In this diary you will observe yourself at work for the next 2 days.
The aim is to identify possible work situations or tasks in which
you may have come into contact with the topic of Gender Equality.

Just take a few minutes after your work or in the evening to reflect
on your day.

Of course, you don't have to go into details of your respective
project or customer, but just describe what it was basically about.

How do you feel when you think about gender equality and your
work as a designer? Choose an emoji that describes this feeling and
add your thoughts as keywords.

Welcome,
this is your self-observation diary for the
next two days ;)! Example

When I look at my work as a designer with "gender
equality" glasses...

I feel ... Good

Because I can often take gender
equality values into account in

my designs.

Because...

Now you

In the Miro app section you can
find more emojis ...

Emojis

When I look at my work as a designer with "gender
equality" glasses...

I feel ... [your feeling]

[your Reason]

Because...

Your Emoji
representing your

feeling

Go through your daily work with open eyes for the next two days, can you
recognise moments in your work in which you came into contact with the
topic of gender inequality or gender equality?

I question our data
collection

Example

I'm testing an app
I tested the latest version of our app
and noticed that we asked the user
for gender in our registration. I asked
myself what we are using this data
for and talked to a colleague about
it.

Add a headline & picture that
visualizes/Symbolizes the situation or task:

Describe the situation & what you noticed in
the situation

Who is involved or indirectly affected by your
observation and why? Represent the
relationship using the icons.

My work colleague who
looks into the database

talking with a colleage

Our users who also don't
know what the query is

used for

Now you: Day 1

[your headline of the situation]

Add a headline & picture that
visualizes/symbolizes the situation or task:

Describe the situation & what you noticed in
the situation

Who is involved or indirectly affected by your
observation and why? Represent the
relationship using the icons.

[your description ]

What are your thoughts on that?
Create a mind map

We have to be
very careful with
gender queries

Because it is about
very personal data
that we should not

ask for without reason

if we ask it then we
have to provide all
genders as options

we should reflect on
what we use the data

for, is it ethically
justifiable?

we have to be
transparent about

what happens to the
data in the front end

What are your thoughts on that?
Create a mind map

[your main thought]

[Your second thought ] [Your third thought ]

[Your fifth thought ]
[Your fourth thought ]

Add your
picture here

Now you: Day 2

[your headline of the situation]

Add a headline & picture that
visualizes/symbolizes the situation or task:

Describe the situation & what you noticed in
the situation

Who is involved or indirectly affected by your
observation and why? Represent the
relationship using the icons.

[your description ]

What are your thoughts on that?
Create a mind map

[your main thought]

[Your second thought ] [Your third thought ]

[Your fifth thought ]
[Your fourth thought ]

Add your
picture here

Remind everyone again to 
continue building up the 

knowledge-base

At the end of your first session you present the diary
"homework" task to the participants. This activity is a
mental preparation for the next co-creation session.

The participants should fill out the diary over two days
First, they should use emojis to show how they feel about
the topic in relation to their work as a designer
Then they should record situations in which they
encountered the topic of die SDG during their work
In the last step they should reflect on these situations by
adding a picture that visualises the situation, a short
description, an illustration with icons that show which
parties were involved, and a mind map of their thoughts

How to do it

In this diary you will observe yourself at work for the next 2 days.
The aim is to identify possible work situations or tasks in which
you may have come into contact with the topic of [insert your
SDG].

Just take a few minutes after your work or in the evening to reflect
on your day.

Of course, you don't have to go into details of your respective
project or customer, but just describe what it was basically about.

How do you feel when you think about [insert your SDG] and your
work as a designer? Choose an emoji that describes this feeling and
add your thoughts as keywords.

Welcome,
this is your self-observation diary for the
next two days ;)! Example

When I look at my work in relation to [insert your SDG]...

I feel ... [your feeling]

[Your reason]
Because...

Now you

In the Miro app section you can
find more emojis ...

Emojis

When I look at my work in relation to [insert your SDG] ...

I feel ... [your feeling]

[your reason]

Because...

Your Emoji
representing your

feeling

Go through your daily work with open eyes for the next two days, can you
recognise moments in your work in which you came into contact with the
topic of gender inequality or [insert your SDG]?

I question our data
collection

Example

[your example headline of the
situation] [your example description ]

Add a headline & picture that
visualizes/Symbolizes the situation or task:

Describe the situation & what you noticed in
the situation

Who is involved or indirectly affected by your
observation and why? Represent the
relationship using the icons.

My work colleague who
looks into the database

talking with a colleage

Our users who also don't
know what the query is

used for

Now you: Day 1

[your headline of the situation]

Add a headline & picture that
visualizes/symbolizes the situation or task:

Describe the situation & what you noticed in
the situation

Who is involved or indirectly affected by your
observation and why? Represent the
relationship using the icons.

[your description ]

What are your thoughts on that?
Create a mind map

We have to be
very careful with
gender queries

Because it is about
very personal data
that we should not

ask for without reason

if we ask it then we
have to provide all
genders as options

we should reflect on
what we use the data

for, is it ethically
justifiable?

we have to be
transparent about

what happens to the
data in the front end

What are your thoughts on that?
Create a mind map

[your main thought]

[Your second thought ] [Your third thought ]

[Your fifth thought ]
[Your fourth thought ]

Now you: Day 2

[your headline of the situation]

Add a headline & picture that
visualizes/symbolizes the situation or task:

Describe the situation & what you noticed in
the situation

Who is involved or indirectly affected by your
observation and why? Represent the
relationship using the icons.

[your description ]

What are your thoughts on that?
Create a mind map

[your main thought]

[Your second thought ] [Your third thought ]

[Your fifth thought ]
[Your fourth thought ]

Your Emoji
representing your

feeling

Add your picture
here Add your picture

here

Add your picture
here

Don't forget to keep up building the knowledge-
base if you see great examples!

Short Ice-Breaker
Get in touch with the topic
Start of our knowledge-base
Let' create a vision
Feedback round

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What's up for today?

Name 
of p2

Name 
of p1

Name 
of p3

Name 
of p4

Dog Home GIF by JustViral - Find & Share on GIPHY
Giphy

energised
How do
you feel
today?

happy

excited

SAD

annoyed

Relaxed
Balanced

Tired

Overwhelmed

put your Sticky note on the
giphy which best reflects your
mood

Let's talk about your
experiences since the last

session.

Let's look at the double diamond design process.
When should we think about [insert your selected SDG]?

Double diamond Analysis

The first diamond helps people understand, rather than simply
assume, what the problem is. It involves speaking to and spending
time with people who are affected by the issues.

DISCOVER - Research phase

Dive
rgi

ng

Understand
the brief

1.

How can we questioning the initial brief in relation to
[insert your SDG]?

Understand the brief

Dive
rgi

ng
Field

research

2.

Can you find possibilities in methods or actions in this step?

Why do you think your chosen method or action will help to include [insert
your SDG] aspects and values?

Field research

Examples we use in this phase:
Observations, diaries, be the user, user interviews, user group discussions,
quantitative surveys / data collection, fly on the wall, ..., other methods?
Do we need new methods?

Dive
rgi

ng

Desk
research

3.

Can you find possibilities in methods or actions in this step?

Why do you think your chosen method(s) or action will help to include
[insert your SDG] aspects and values?

Desk research

Examples we use in this phase:
Brainstorming around the problem, benchmark media landscape, trends, articles,
literature, publications,... ,other methods?, Do we need new methods?

Dive
rgi

ng

Is there a
hidden layer?

4.

Is there a hidden layer we can think of in the research phase? Maybe
besides the methods and already mentioned actions?

Hidden layer

Double diamond Analysis

Narrowing down insights and establish project’s
main challenge.

DEFINE - Synthesis Phase

Converging

1. Build themes & clusters 2.

Can you find possibilities in methods or actions in this step?

Why do you think your chosen method(s) or action will help to include
[insert your SDG] aspects and values?

Find insights

Bu
ild

th
em

es
&

cl
us

te
rs

Can you find possibilities in methods or actions in this step?

Why do you think your chosen method or action will help to include [insert
your SDG] aspects and values?

Examples we use in this phase:
Personas, Customer/User Journey, Story boarding, User flows,... , other methods? Do
we need new methods?

Examples we use in this phase:
Card sorting, Affinity mapping, Empathy mapping, Experience mapping,... , other
methods? Do we need new methods?

Converging

Fi
nd

in
si

gh
ts

3.

Can you find possibilities in methods or actions in this step?

Why do you think your chosen method(s) or action will help to include
[insert your SDG] aspects and values?

Deduce opportunity areas

Examples we use in this phase:
Prioritisation mapping, voting,... , other methods? Do we need new methods?

Converging

D
ed

uc
e

op
po

rt
un

ity
ar

ea
s

4.

What could be general HMW Questions to include [insert your SDG]?

How Might We Questions

(Maybe questions that we should always discuss at this point?)Converging

H
M

W

5.

Is there a hidden layer we can think of in the research phase? Maybe
besides the methods and already mentioned actions?

Hidden layer

Converging

Is there a
hidden layer?

Brainstorm design ideas & concepts, test out what works and discard
what doesn’t.

DEVELOP - Ideation Phase

Dive
rgi

ng

Ideation

1. Ideation

Dive
rgi

ng
Set ideas, a

design vision
& hypotheses

2.

Can you find possibilities in methods or actions in this step?

Why do you think your chosen method or action will help to include
[insert your SDG] aspects and values?

Set ideas, a design vision & hypotheses

Examples we use in this phase:
Creative writing, What if..., 3 Horizons, future wheel,... , other methods? Do we need
new methods?

Dive
rgi

ng

Evaluate 1st
ideas

3.

Can you find possibilities in methods or actions in this step?

Why do you think your chosen method(s) or action will help to include
[insert your SDG] aspects and values?

Evaluate 1st ideas

Examples we use in this phase:
Test paper prototype, low fidelity digital prototype, wizard of oz (fake it until you
make it), collect results,..., other methods?, Do we need new methods?

Dive
rgi

ng

Is there a
hidden layer?

4.

Is there a hidden layer we can think of in the research phase? Maybe
besides the methods and already mentioned actions?

Hidden layer

Can you find possibilities in methods or actions in this step?

Why do you think your chosen method or action will help to include [insert
your SDG] aspects and values?

Examples we use in this phase:
Crazy 8, sketching, scenario building, role-playing, service blueprints, mood boards,
story boards, ..., other methods? Do we need new methods?

DELIVER - Implementation Phase

Converging

1. Build 2.

Can you find possibilities in methods or actions in this step?

Why do you think your chosen method(s) or action will help to include
[insert your SDG] aspects and values?

Test, analyse, repeat

Bu
ild

Can you find possibilities in methods or actions in this step?

Why do you think your chosen method or action will help to include [insert
your SDG] aspects and values?

Examples we use in this phase:
User testing: Experience & usability, Evaluate test results, adjust solutions,... , other
methods? Do we need new methods?

Examples we use in this phase:
Mid/high fidelity wire-framing & wire-flows, interactive prototyping, visual design, UI
Design,... , other methods? Do we need new methods?

Converging

Te
st

,a
na

ly
se

, r
ep

ea
t

3.

Can you find possibilities in methods or actions in this step?

Why do you think your chosen method(s) or action will help to include
[insert your SDG] aspects and values?

Deduce opportunity areas

Examples we use in this phase:
Pre- release information to user, google analytics, ...

Converging

Re
le

as
e,

Ro
llo

ut

5.

Is there a hidden layer we can think of in the research phase? Maybe
besides the methods and already mentioned actions?

Hidden layer

Converging

Is there a
hidden layer?

DOING THE RIGHT THINGS DOING THINGS RIGHT

DISCOVER DEFINE DEVELOP DELIVER

Dive
rgi

ng Converging Dive
rgi

ng Converging

Research Phase Synthesis Phase Ideation Phase Implementation Phase

Understand
the brief

Define
research
areas &
methods

Primary
Research

Secondary
Research

Bu
ild

Th
em

es
&

clu
ste

rs

Fin
d i

ns
ig

ht
s

De
du

ce
op

po
rtu

ni
ty

ar
ea

s

HM
W

Qu
es

tio
ns

Ideate Evaluate 1st
ideas

Set ideas, a
design vision &

hypotheses

Set ideas, a
design vision &

hypotheses

Bu
ild

, t
es

t, a
na

lys
e

Le
ar

n,
ite

ra
te

, re
pe

at

Bu
ild

, it
er

at
e,

re
pe

at

Re
le

as
e,

Ro
llo

ut

Double diamond Analysis

The first diamond helps people understand, rather than simply
assume, what the problem is. It involves speaking to and spending
time with people who are affected by the issues.

DISCOVER - Research phase

Dive
rgi

ng

Understand
the brief

1.

How can we questioning the initial brief in relation to
gender equality?

Understand the brief

Stakeholder 
map

Questioning 
the given 

target group

Understand 
power 

dynamics

Question 
who's not 
included

Dive
rgi

ng
Field

Research

2.

Can you find possibilities in methods or actions in this step?

Why do you think your chosen method or action will help to include
gender equality aspects and values?

Field Research

Look at 
gender 

balanced 
user groups

When 
interviewing 

girls or women, 
be sensitive with 

the setting

Diaries & 
cultural 
probes

Community led 
explorations 

(participation, 
not only 

observation)

Examples we use in this phase:
Observations, diaries, be the user, user interviews, user group discussions,
quantitative surveys / data collection, fly on the wall, ..., other methods?
Do we need new methods?

Dive
rgi

ng

Desk
Research

3.

Can you find possibilities in methods or actions in this step?

Why do you think your chosen method or action will help to include
gender equality aspects and values?

Desk Research

Critical thinking in 
benchmarking 

analysis - are they 
stereotype 

driven?

Try to find 
literature who 
is conducted 
by different 

genders

Have a list of 
criteria when 
doing desk 
research 

regarding gender 
equality

Examples we use in this phase:
Brainstorming around the problem, benchmark media landscape, trends, articles,
literature, publications,... ,other methods?, Do we need new methods?

Dive
rgi

ng

Is there a
hidden layer?

4.

Is there a hidden layer we can think of in the research phase? Maybe
besides the methods and already mentioned actions?

Hidden layer

Questioning 
one's own 

perspective, 
assumptions, 

etc.

Is you team 
gender 
equal?

Address the 
topic in your 
project team

Feedback Round

Task 1: Self observation diary

easy difficult

fun boring

important unnecessary

Please take your color and slide it onto the scalars.

I like...

Please complete the sentences for further feedback of this task.

I wish...

What if...

Task 2: Double diamond Analysis

easy difficult

fun boring

important unnecessary

Please take your color and slide it onto the scalars.

I like...

Please complete the sentences for further feedback of this task.

I wish...

What if...

Maybe we 
should 
make a 

check-list

Questioning the 
given target 

group, who is 
included & 
excluded?

Maybe we 
should make 
a check-list

Critical thinking in 
benchmark 

analysis - are they 
stereotype 

driven?

Address the 
topic in your 
project team

Let's prioritise the results

Everyone has three dots to vote on the results of
the Double Diamond analysis board

Highly voted opportunities Low voted opportunities

Copy/paste 
the

opportunity

Copy paste the voted results here

Let's prioritise the results
Everyone has three dots to vote on the results of
the Double Diamond analysis board

Highly voted opportunities Low voted opportunities

Copy paste the voted results here

How you add a tag on the sticky not to
add the context

Just let the participants 
place the points to the 

sticky notes of the double 
diamond analysis Every vote deserves a 

place on this board

You already knew from 
the last session how the 

feedback tool works

well done!
Don't forget to 
thank everyone

If you have more than 4 
participants, you can 

split the analysis parts 
accordingly to more teams

you can use zoom 
breakout rooms for the teams

You could also use the voting function 
of miro, instead of using the dots.

 More about the function

Short check-in
Diary review
Double Dimond analysis
Feedback round

1.
2.
3.
4.

What's up for today?

This co-creation session is about analysing the
current design practice of the participants

We have already prepared an agenda for you

The agenda is formulated for the activities of
this toolkit. You can of course, adjust it as you
like

The length of the sessions is approx. 1 1/2h
depending on the size of the team and your
personal adjustments

The check-in activity is a quick warm-up. The aim is to see in which
mood the participants come into the session and that they develop
empathy for each other.

Ask the participants to put their sticky note on the giphy
that reflects their mood
Set the timer on 2 min.
Give each participant 1 min. to explain their mood (if they
want to)

How to do it

2 min

In this activity, the participants present their reflections from their
self-reflection diaries. The aim is to see in which situations the
participants encounter aspects of the SDG in their everyday work.
This is a mental preparation for the next activity.

Use the introductory template to announce the task
Row the completed diaries one below the other
Give each participant 2 min. to present their observations

How to do it

2 min

In this activity the focus is on looking at the practice by analysing
each step of the Double Diamond design process. The aim is to
discover possible situations into which the values of the selected
SDG could be integrated.

Divide the participants in two teams
Team 1 has to work on the first diamond, team 2 on the
second
The designers have to consider what they usually do in
the phases, which methods they use, and which actions
take place
They have to brainstorm potential possibilities to
integrate values of the SDG
In each phase a free field is shown at the end, called the
hidden layer. This is the part where they can think more
freely about possibilities
Set the timer on 2 min. for every step

How to do it

2 min

2 min 2 min 2 min 2 min

2 min 2 min 2 min 2 min

2 min 2 min 2 min 2 min 2 min

Double diamond Analysis
2 min 2 min 2 min 2 min

Double diamond Analysis
2 min 2 min 2 min 2 min

Now is the time to look at the results of the analysis and prioritise
them.

Sets the timer to 5 min. per presenting team
After the presentation, each participant receives 3 points
that they can set on the ideas/possibilities that appear to
be most valuable to them
After the participants have set their points on the Double
Diamond analysis boards, the most popular ideas are
collected onto the board
Each participant is given 1 min. to explain why they chose
these options
The participants have to decide until the next session
with which opportunity they would like to go into the
ideation (next session)

How to do it

2 min

2 min 6 min

don't forget to think about which opportunity
would like to work on

To include values of [ insert your SDG ] in digital products,
we have to ... (think / consider / understand / ...

It is important to design for [ insert your SDG ] because ...

The UX vision of [ Insert your SDG ]

Please Complete the sentence..
In order to design for [ insert your SDG ], we have to ...
(do / make / implement / create / ...).

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Your chosen opportunity to work on

Highly voted opportunities Low voted opportunities

With which opportunity will you start
your ideation today?

Opportunity 
1

Set a context tag

Opportunity 
3

Set a context tag

Opportunity 
4

Set a context tag

Opportunity 
2

Set a context tag

Opportunity 
5

Set a context tag

Name 
p1

Name 
p2

Name 
p4

Name 
p3

Prioritised opportunities

P1 - Describe the change

1. Place your selected opportunity here

I see the potential to [insert SDG] because ...

3. Describe the current state and what is the goal of the change?

2. Describe why do you see potential to support
[insert SDG] in this method/ action/ idea?

What are we usually do in this action / method?
Or what is missing in the current state?

How can we integrate gender equality values or
aspects into this action / method ? Or what will
the idea bring?

Current state: Changed / new state:

Transformation / What is missing?

[... the current state you want to change]

FROM

[... the future state where you want to go]

TO

You want to change a method?
USE SCAMPER!

Substitute Combine

Adapt

MagnifyPut

Eliminate

Which parts of the idea or the method do you
want to subtitute?

Combine with other functions or methods

What parts of the method do you want to change?

Would you like to enlarge parts of the method?Do you want to use the method for a different
purpose than it is intended?

Rearrange

What could be reduced or delated?

Do you want to rearrange something
in the method?

Add the
name of the

mehtod

You don't know exactly in which direction it's going?
Then start with the ideation flower.

Visualise the Idea

[Your you 
discovered 
challenge/ 

opportunity]

What 
if...

What 
if...

What 
if...

What 
if...

What 
if...

What 
if...

What 
if...

What 
if...

We 
do ...

We 
do ...

We 
do ...

We 
do ...

We 
do ...

We 
do ...

We 
do ...

We 
do ...

Create a visualisation of your idea.
E.g. Sketch on paper and upload a photo of it, if
you have a graphic tablet you can also sketch
directly here in Miro, you can also use shapes,
arrows, post-its, tables, wireframes or pictures
from the Miro tools.

PEN for
sketching
(shortcut: P)

Arrows
& Lines
(Shortcut: L)

Shapes
(Shortcut: S)

Wireframes, google
images, tables, Icons

Sum up your result

[Headline / Name of your result]

DESCRIPTION VISUALISATION

VALUE IT WILL CREATE

HOW TO USE

Describe your result in a few sentences.

Describe what value the result can create.

Describe the steps to use the result

...

...

. . .

. .

1.
2.
3.
4.

Add your visualisation.

Feedback Round

Task 1: Describe the change

easy difficult

fun boring

important unnecessary

Please take your color and slide it onto the scalars.

I like...

Please complete the sentences for further feedback of this task.

I wish...

What if...

Task 2: Ideate

easy difficult

fun boring

important unnecessary

Please take your color and slide it onto the scalars.

I like...

Please complete the sentences for further feedback of this task.

I wish...

What if...

Task 3: Sum up

easy difficult

fun boring

important unnecessary

Please take your color and slide it onto the scalars.

I like...

Please complete the sentences for further feedback of this task.

I wish...

What if...

Name 
p1

Name 
p2

Name 
p3

Name 
p4

Would you rather...

...[your example] ...[your example]

Name 
p1

Name 
p2

Name 
p3

Name 
p4

Name 
p1

Name 
p2

Name 
p3

Name 
p4

OR

...[your example] ...[your example]OR

...[your example] ...[your example]OR

Steffano

Martin SarahTeresa

Would you rather...

...have a career ... a family?OR

... be perceived as likable ... competent?OR

... be told to smile ... calm down?OR

Would you rather...

...give up your car ... animal productsOR

... plant a forest ... regrow a coral reefOR

... take one long-
distance flight

... have cold showers for a
year

OR

SteffanoMartin SarahTeresa

SteffanoMartin
Sarah Teresa

Name 
p1

Name 
p2

Name 
p3

Name 
p4

Name 
p1

Name 
p2

Name 
p3

Name 
p4

Name 
p1

Name 
p2

Name 
p3

Name 
p4

Should we change something or is something missing in our vision?

Vision statements session 1

To include values of [ insert your SDG ] in digital products,
we have to ... (think / consider / understand / ...

It is important to design for [ insert your SDG ] because ... In order to design for [ insert your SDG ], we have to ...
(do / make / implement / create / ...).

What is the 
opportunity 
you want to 

tacke?

Think about 
how to tackle 
the problem / 
opportunity

How can 
you 

realise it?

Wow, Congrats if you 
reached this point!

Short warm-up
Revisit the vision
Your chosen topic
Ideation & creation
Feedback round

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What's up for today?

This session is about presenting the results of
the last session.

We have already prepared an agenda for you.

The agenda is formulated for the activities of
this toolkit. You can of course adjust it as you
like.

The length of the sessions is approx. 2h
depending on the size of the team and your
personal adjustments

Would you rather be ... is a warm-up exercise in which two
statements are placed side by side. The participants choose which
statement applies more to them.

Try to find statements that fit your chosen SDG. We have given two
examples.

Explain the task
Set the timer on 1 min.
Give each participant 1 min. to explain their choices

How to do it

1 min 1 min

1 min

Since the first co-creation session, the participants have thought a lot
about the chosen SDG. Now the participants should check the vision
from the first session again. You give them the opportunity to change
or add to the vision.

Take the vision frame from the first co-creation session and add new
sticky notes or use the template.

Explain the task
Set the timer on 3 min.
Give each participant 1 minute to explain their additions
or changes.

How to do it

3 min

In this step the participants explain which opportunity they have
chosen to work on in this session.

Each participant get 1 min. to explain which opportunity
they have chosen
Everyone add their name to the sticky note with their
topic
If there are participants who would like to work on the
same opportunity, offer them to discuss or work together

How to do it

2 min

In the creation activity, the participants go through three steps to
develop an idea and a solution.

Go through each template (describe the change, ideation
templates, visualise the idea & sum up your result) with
the participants once
Give the participant the chance to ask questions

How to do it

The participants use the describe the change template to think about
the opportunity and change they want to create.

The participant should fill in the fields to describe their
opportunity
Set the timer for 5 min.

How to do it

There are 3 possible templates with different methods available for
ideation. The participants should choose the appropriate method
based on their opportunity.

Template Scamper is for those who want to change /
adapt a method or action.
Template: Collection of criteria / tips is for those who
want to create a criteria or tip collection.
Template: Ideation flower is for those who do not yet
know exactly which direction it is going and want to
brainstorm more freely.
Set the timer for 10 min.

How to do it

5 min 10 min

In this step, the participants should visualise the idea they are
pursuing.

Participants can use pen and paper and upload photos or
use the miro functions.
Set the timer for 10 min.

How to do it

In the last step, the participants should summarize their idea

Participants fill out the template fields
Set the timer for 6 min.
if the participants have not completely finished it, ask
them to finish it by the presentation session

How to do it

10 min 12 min 6 min 6 min

Warm up: I am ... but i am not ...

I am [asian] 
but I am 

not [good 
at math]

Example:

I am [...] 
but I am 
not [...]

I am [...] 
but I am 
not [...]

I am [...] 
but I am 
not [...]

I am [...] 
but I am 
not [...]

P1 Name P2 Name P3 Name P4 Name

Think of prejudices you have encountered
in your life and complete the sentences

Would you like to
create a collection of
criteria or tips?

Which input
would you like
to summarise?

Who can use
these criteria?

In which format
can you show

it?

In what context
are the criteria

to be used?

Complete the vision

The UX vision of [ Insert your SDG ]

Feedback Round 1

Give feedback on the result 1
I like...

I wish...

What if...

Result 1
[Headline / Name of your result]

DESCRIPTION VISUALISATION

VALUE IT WILL CREATE

HOW TO USE

Describe your result in a few sentences.

Describe what value the result can create.

Describe the steps to use the result

...

.. .

. . .

. .

1.
2.
3.
4.

Add your visualisation.

To include values of [ insert your SDG ] in digital products,
we have to ... (think / consider / understand / ...

It is important to design for [ insert your SDG ] because ...

Let's create a vision

The UX vision of [ Insert your SDG ]
Please complete the sentence:

In order to design for [ insert your SDG ], we have to ...
(do / make / implement / create / ...).

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 3

Statement 
session 3

Statement 
session 3

Statement 
session 3

Statement 
session 3

Statement 
session 3

Statement 
session 3

Statement 
session 3

Statement 
session 3

Statement 
session 3

Statement 
session 3

Statement 
session 3

Vision statements session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Vision statements session 3

Vision paragraph 1: THE WHY
Include arguments collected by participants why it is important
to incorporate values of the SDG into the work of designers.

Vision paragraph 2: THE HOW
Include all aspects of what needs to be considered in order to
achieve the goal.

Vision paragraph 3: THE WHAT
Include collected aspects of what to do to achieve the goals.

Remind the participant to 
listen carefully so that 
they can give constructive 

feedback

This session is about presenting the results of
the last session

We have already prepared an agenda for you

The agenda is formulated for the activities of
this toolkit. You can of course adjust it as you
like

The length of the sessions is approx. 1h
depending on the size of the team and your
personal adjustments

Short warm-up
Revisit the vision
Presentations + Feedback

1.
2.
3.

What's up for today?

During this warm-up, the participants have to fill in the gaps in the
sentence I am ... but I am not... . It is about building empathy for
each other and sensitising them to prejudice.

Ask the participants to complete the sentences
Set the timer for 2 min.
Give each participant 1 min. to explain their sentence

How to do it

Now all results will be presented one after the other.

For the presentation, the participants can show the
Template: Sum up the result from the last session
Set the timer for 5 min. per presentation
Duplicate the feedback template for each presentation
After each presentation, the other participants can give
feedback on the result on the feedback template, set the
timer on 3 min.
Give each participant 1 min. to explain their feedback

How to do it

2 min 5 min

Show your result

Let's show us your result from the last session.
Everyone gets max. 5 min. to present your result.

3 min

Now is the time to formulate a complete vision.

Take the vision frame from the last session
Formulate a coherent text from the collected content of
the participants
Read the vision to the participants
Ask the participants whether something is missing or
something should be rewritten

How to do it

3 min 2 min

Congratula
tions, 

these were
 definitel

y 

a couple o
f exciting

 

sessions!
Let's get in touch, if 

you want to give us 

feedback on the toolkit 

or share your outcome sustainableuxmanifesto.com

The Sustainable UX
Manifesto
As UX Designers we always put the userin the center of our work. This is how wedefine our job. But, in these times wehave to take responsibility for morethan just our users. We have to takeresponsibility for the effect of our workon all …

bit.ly

Create Account
Slack is a new way to communicate with
your team. It's faster, better organized,
and more secure than email.

Gives an example for each task, so that the participants can see how it workscreate a copy of the diary for 
each participant and change 
the headline and header color 

accordingly

Group-members:

01

Name of the group: Enter the group-name here

This toolkit was created in 2021 for the co-creation
sessions of the Sustainable UX Manifesto community
(SUX).

This toolkit offfff ers a methodical framework CaCaC n KnKnK ow,w,w
CaCaC n Do & ShShS ould Do* and is used to find ways to
integrate sustainable values into the work of UX
designers.

The approach of this toolkit is to focus on the UN
Sustainable Development Goals in order to make a
contribution as a designer.r.r

Who is this toolkit fofof r?
The SUX ToToT olkit is for every design team or community
who want to develop ways, ideas, and solutions to act
more sustainably in their day-to-day work.

How to use the toolkit?
How you can use the toolkit is explained step by step
here.

Ready? Let's go! :)

*inspired by Wei et al. (2019)

SUX brand identity & design
by Isabel Pettinato

Adapted framework & SUX toolkit
by Alice Markmann

Find common ground and
understanding of the SDG in

relation to UX Design

Build a knowledge base

... continue over time

Look into current practice & find
potential opportunities to attack

Ideate fofof r solutions to include
the sustainable value into the

design process

... continue over time

Find the UX Design goal in the
selected SDG?

Create a UX Design vision

Reevaluate the vision over
time

Find a common
understanding of the SDG &

create a knowledge-base

CACAC N KNOW

Find the UX Goal in the SDG,
fofof rmulate the first Vision

SHOULD DO

Analylyl se the current design
practice step by step & find
opportunities to integrate

sustainabilitytyt values

CACAC N DO

Chose an opportunitytyt ,y,y
ideate & develop solutions

CACAC N DO
Continue building up the

knowledge base

CACAC N KNOW

Revisit the vision

SHOULD DO
Present ideas & solutions

to the team

CACAC N DO

Revisit the vision

SHOULD DO

Hi, nice to meet you!
I'm Alice and I will help you 

prepare your co-creation 
session

I'll give you a few tips and 
tricks to make your session a 

success.

For my examples, I will 
use SDG 5 Gender equality

YoYoY u want to learn more about the Sustainable UX Manifesto?
Visit our website & follow us:

Facilitated by
Thorsten Jonas, Isabel Pettinato, Bavo Lodewyyckxkxk , Chris
Stark, Helle Martens & UX Coppenhaggen, Alice Markmann

hello@@sustainableuxmanifefef sto.com
E-Mail

We use our Slack community to work together,r,r but also to
share great ressources, articles, events, etc. regarding
sustainability.y.y

Join on Slack

For the session, you need at least one moderator

It makes sense to carry out the co-creation session
with 4 or more participants

The length of the sessions is approx. 1 1/2h
depending on the size of the team and your
personal adjustments

But don't forget to 
plan a break

First, you agree with your team which SDG you
want to work on

In preparation for the session you ask the
participants to read the selected SDG

Ask the participants to bring an example of a
digital product or service in which the selected
SDG plays a role (this can be positive or
negative)

YoYoY u can also point out, if the participants
already know other resources about the topic,
such as articles or books, bring them with
them as well

Select one of the recommended goals
that you want to tackle!

A co-creation session should always have an
agenda so that the participants know what to
expect

We have already prepared something for that

The agenda is formulated for the activities of
this toolkit. YoYoY u can of course, adjust it as you
like

Starting with an ice-breaker is always good. It helps to warm up the
participants to feel comfortable in interaction with each other.r.r

Choose an ice-breaker that thematically fits your selected SDG. Ask a
simple question that will lead the participants to reveal something
personal about themselves.

Explain the task
Set the timer for 3 min.
Give every participant 1 min. to introduce themselves
Bring a short critical discussion/question (related to the
iiccee-bbrreeaakkeerr aannsswweerrss))

How to do it

When you were little, who was
your fafaf vorite super hero and why?

Name
Pronoun you prefefef r (optional)
Short profefef ssional background

MartinSteffano Sarah Teresa

Here we have an 
example of the SDG 
5 Gender Quality

IN THIS EXAMPLE, 
Participants should 

choose their super hero 
and then explain why

We assume that many of 
the super heroes are 
male and then put that 

up for discussion

Sarah
- She / her

- UX Strategy
- Sailer Moon

Teresa
- She / her

- spiderman
- UI Design

Martin
- UX 

designer
- son goku

Steffano
- He / him

 - UX 
Researcher
- Hercules

Give participants a 
limited amount of 

time. Use miro's timer 
function for this

Now you!

When you were little, who was
your fafaf vorite super hero and why?

Name
Pronoun you prefefef r (optional)
Short profefef ssional background

TeTeT ll us ...

Pick a sticky note color
fofof r the whole workshop

+ +
The activity on the leftftf side of the template is a short
brainstorming session. The participants should write
down their thoughts and feelings about the topic of the
SDG.

On the right side of the participant should think about
the relation to UX design.

Ask the participants to answer the question on the leftftf side
of the template
Set the timer for 3 min.
Give each participant 1 min. to present their thoughts

Ask the participants to complete the sentence on the right
side of the template
Set the timer for 3 min.
Give each participant 1 min. to present their thoughts

How to do it

What are your thoughts when you
think about gender equalityytyt ?

ThThT e firsrsr t ththt ing I ththt ink about / whwhw en it comes to
gender equalityytyt isisi ...

ThThT e last ththt ing I learnrnr ed / rerer ad / heardrdr about
gender equalityytyt isisi ...

FoFoF r me,e,e gender equalityytyt means ...

ThThT e best exexe axax mple ofofo gender equalityytyt fofof r me isisi ...

Gender equalityytyt isisi important because ...

I alwawaw yaya sysy associate gender equalityytyt wiwiw ththt ...

We need a world in 
which people are 
treated equally 
regardless of 

gender, origin or 
social circumstances

Genders 
are still not 

treated 
equally

gender 
equality must 
be established 
at many levels 
in our society

Equal rights, 
treatment and 
treatment for 

all genders

there is little 
gender 

equality at 
the moment

Optional: YoYoY u can add image which supports your thoughts.

TeTeT ll us ...

Pick a sticky note color
fofof r the whole workshop

... we create 
products that can 

direct human 
behavior to the 
positive or the 

negative

... we want 
a good UX 

for all 
genders

... technology 
communicates with the 
user via the frontend. It 
can communicate well 

or badly. Its the UX 
Designers resonsibility

... people can be 
excluded 

through design. 
Inclusive design!

Please complete the sentence:

The goal of gender equalityytyt is
related to UX Design because ...

What are your thoughts when you
think about yyour SDG?

Supportive beginnings of sentences that you can but don't have to use:

ThThT e firsrsr t ththt ing I ththt ink about / whwhw en it comes
to [y[y[ oyoy ur SDSDS G]]G]G isisi ...

ThThT e last ththt ing I learnrnr ed / rerer ad / heardrdr about
[y[y[ oyoy ur SDSDS G]]G]G isisi ...

FoFoF r me,e,e [y[y[ oyoy ur SDSDS G]]G]G means ...

ThThT e best exexe axax mple ofofo [y[y[ oyoy ur SDSDS G]]G]G fofof r me isisi ...

[y[y[ oyoy ur SDSDS G]]G]G isisi important because ...

I alwawaw yaya sysy associate [y[y[ oyoy ur SDSDS G]]G]G wiwiw ththt ...

Optional: YoYoY u can add image which supports your thoughts.

Please complete the sentence:

The goal of [your SDG] is related
to UX Design because ...

Supportive beginnings of sentences that you can but don't have to use:

YoYoY ur SDG

This activity is about building a knowledge base around
the SDG topic with the participants.

In the first table, Digigi ital Proror ductstst and SeSeS rvices,s,s the
parttiiciipantts hhave tto cattegoriise tthhe examplles tthhey hhave
brought with them
If the pparticippants know ppublications on the toppic ((in
terms of design), they can add them to the second table
Publications
Set the timer for 3 minutes
Give each participant 1 minute to present the example

In the second activity,y,y the participants have to collect
important terms related to the topic of the SDG
Set the timer for 3 minutes
Give each participant 1 minute to present the example

How to do it

Example Collection

29.04.2021

Airbnb does not assign a gender identitytyt to
their users. They consider the gender of
individuals to be what they identifyfyf and/or
designate on their user profiles, and they
expect the Airbnb communitytyt to do the
same.

AirbnbTrTrT avel

22.04.2021
One of the main character is TrTrT ans, reallylyl
gender sensitive game

TeTeT ll Me WhyGame

22.04.2021

22.04.2021

Learn how to use right pronouns, a lot of
them I never heard befofof re

PronounsEducation

Online shops are oftftf en divided betwtwt een
men and women, but some would like to
buy clothing that is not stereotytyt pical

E.g ZalandoE-commerce
Fashion

Pink Programming is a non-profit
organization that organizes code events fofof r
the fefef male, transgender,r,r and non-binaryryr
communities.

PinkProgramming
-LeanIn Circles

Education

Facebook included the option to chose
difffff efef rent tytyt pes of gender and the prefefef rred
pronoun 22.04.2021

fafaf cebook.de
Facebooks

Gender settings
Social media

Date / Source / LinkWhy is it a positive / negative
example?

Positive /
Negative

PictureName / TitleCategoryryr

22.04.2021
httpps://:/: //////// w/w/ ww.w.w ppink
pproggrammingg.se//

en.zalando.de

ZALANDO | High Streetto High End FashionOnlineShop the latest fashion & shoes online |Free Delivery & Returns on ALL orders |Over 1,900 Brands – new products everyday!

pronouns.minus18.org.au

Pronouns / Minus18

gamerant.comTell Me Why PortraysTrans Characters inHealthier Way Than TheLast of Us 2Though The Last of Us 2 has transrepresentation, the game's protrayal ofthe character is not as healthy as thetrans character in Tell Me Why.

www.airbnb.co.uk

NondiscriminationPolicy - Airbnb HelpCentre

E.g websites, mobile/v/v/ oice/ tv apps, IoT,T,T AI, AR, VR, MR, other softftf ware, ...

Example publications

"They are not edge cases. They are 
human beings, and we owe them our 

best work.”
good examples how not to design

Why do you recommend it?

Shows how design can have a Shows how design can have a 
negative impact negative impact 

22.04.2021
facebook.deby Mike Monterio Ruined by Design 

Where can I find it? LInk,
date

What it is about?AuthorTitle
Gender
The socially constructed 
characteristics that a person is given 
by society, such as norms, behaviours 
and relationships. Most societies 
define gender as binary, where a 
person is either a man or woman. 
However, our gender is irrespective of 
whether a person is born male or 
female.

Gender Stereotype
Preconceived ideas of what women and 
men’s attributes, characteristics and 
roles should be based on their gender

Gender Bias
Actions or thoughts that are prejudiced 
(consciously or unconsciously) because 
of preconceived ideas of what women 
and men’s attributes, characteristics 
and roles should be based on their 
gender.gender.

Sexism
Attitudes and actions that discriminate 
against people based solely on their 
gender

Gender Aware
Ability to view how society assigns 
gender roles and relationships and the 
ability to understand the effects this 
has. Related terms: gender sensitive

Gender Balanced Languages
Language that is not gender specific 
and which considers people in 
general, with no reference to women 
and men or at least equitable 
representation of women and men.

Related terms: gender fair language, 
gender neutral language

Gender Norms
The established gender binary in 
societies that defines the gender of a 
person as a man if he is born male or a 
woman if she is born male. Persons 
who do not fit the gender norms are 
often discriminated against and 
stigmatised.

Gender Identity
Gender identity is each person’s 
internal and individual experience of 
gender. It is their sense of being a 
woman, a man, both, neither, or 
anywhere along the gender spectrum. 
A person’s gender identity may be the 
same as or different from their sex at 
birth.birth.

Sexual orientation
Sexual orientation is interpersonal: Who 
we are physically, emotionally and/or 
romantically attracted to.

Sex assign at birth
The sex (male or female) assigned to a 
child at birth, most often based on the 
child's external anatomy. Also referred 
to as birth sex, natal sex, biological sex, 
or sex.

Non-Binary
Most people – including most 
transgender people – are born either 
male or female. But some people 
don’t neatly fit into the categories of 
‘man’ or ‘woman’, or ‘male’ or 
‘female’. For example, some people 
have a gender that blends elements 
of being a man or a woman, or a 
gender that is different than either 
male or female. Some people don’t 
identify with any gender. Some 
people’s gender changes over time. 
Related terms: trans, transgender

Transgender
Describes a person whose gender 
identity and assigned sex at birth do 
not correspond. Also used as an 
umbrella term to include gender 
identities outside of male and female. 
Sometimes abbreviated as trans.

Cisgender
Cisgender is the term used for people 
whose gender identity matches their 
sex at birth. For example, a person 
who identifies as a woman and was 
born female. This term is used as an 
opposite to transgender.

Gender non-conforming 
Describes a gender expression that 
differs from a given society’s norms for 
males and females.

Heteronormativity
The assumption that everyone is 
heterosexual, and that heterosexuality 
is superior to all other sexualities.

They/them (pronoun set)
Grammatically accepted gender-neutral 
singular pronoun set according to many 
style-guides including Merriam Webster 
and Associated Press.

Trans woman/ transgender 
woman/male-to-female (MTF)
A transgender person whose gender 
identity is female may use these terms 
to describe themselves. Some will just 
use the term woman.

Collect important Terms of this topic

Add the term, a short definition and the link of your source.

Digital Products and servrvr ices Publications

E.g Books, articles, research,...

Collect important TeTeT rms of this topic

Add the term, a short definition and the link of your source.

Digital Products and servrvr ices Publications

E.g Books, articles, research,...

Example Collection

[Give one example, so 
that the participant see 

how it works]

[Give one example, so 
that the participant see 

how it works]

Date / Source / LinkWhy is it a positive/negative
example?

Positive /
Negative

PictureName / TitleCategoryryr

Example publications

[Give one example, so that
the participant see how it

works]

Why do you recommend it? Where can I find it? LInk,
date

What it is about?AuthorTitle

E.g websites, mobile/v/v/ oice/ tv apps, IoT,T,T AI, AR, VR, MR, other softftf ware, ...

Example term
Definition / Description

[Give one example, so that the
participant see how it works]

TeTeT rm
Definition / Description

TeTeT rm
Definition / Description

TeTeT rm
Definition / Description

TeTeT rm
Definition / Description

TeTeT rm
Definition / Description

TeTeT rm
Definition / Description

TeTeT rm
Definition / Description

The green and the red 
color show if an example 
is positive or negative
color show if an example 
is positive or negative

Fill in the tables with a few 
examples so that the 

participants can see how it 
works

Don't worry if the 
knowledge-base doesn't get 
that extensive at first.

You can expand it in the 
course of the further 

sessions.

3 min3 min 3 min 3 min

Short Ice-Breaker
Get in touch with the topic
Start of our knowledge-base
Let' create a vision
Feedback round

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What's up fofof r today?

Name 
of p2

Name 
of p1

Name 
of p3

Name 
of p4

Dog Home GIF by JustViral - Find & Share on GIPHY
Giphy

energised
How do
you fefef el
today?

happy

excited

SAD

annoyed

Relaxed
Balanced

Tired

Overwrwr helmed

put your Sticky note on the
giphy which best reflects your
mood

Let's talk about your
experiences since the last

session.

Let's look at the double diamond design process.
When should we think about [insert your selected SDG]?

Double diamond Analylyl sis

The first diamond helps people understand, rather than simply
assume, what the problem is. It involves speaking to and spending
time with people who are afffff ected by the issues.

DISCOVOVO ER - Research phase

Dive
rgi

ng

Understand
the brief

1.

How can we questioning the initial brief in relation to
[insert your SDG]?

Understand the brief

Dive
rgi

ng
Field

research

2.

Can you find possibilities in methods or actions in this step?

Why do you think your chosen method or action will help to include [insert
yyour SDG] aspects and values?

Field research

Examples we use in this phase:
Observations, diaries, be the user,r,r user interviews, user group discussions,
quantitative surveys / data collection, fly on the wall, ..., other methods?
Do we need new methods?

Dive
rgi

ng

Desk
research

3.

Can you find possibilities in methods or actions in this step?

Why do you think your chosen method(s) or action will help to include
[insert your SDG] aspects and values?

Desk research

Examples we use in this phase:
Brainstorming around the problem, benchmark media landscape, trends, articles,
literature, publications,... ,other methods?, Do we need new methods?

Dive
rgi

ng

Is there a
hidden layer?

4.

Is there a hidden layer we can think of in the research phase? Maybe
besides the methods and already mentioned actions?

Hidden layer

Double diamond Analylyl sis

Narrowing down insights and establish project’s
main challenge.

DEFINE - Synthesis Phase

Converging

1. Build themes & clusters 2.

Can you find possibilities in methods or actions in this step?

Why do you think your chosen method(s) or action will help to include
[insert your SDG] aspects and values?

Find insights

Bu
ild

th
em

es
&

cl
us

te
rs

Can you find possibilities in methods or actions in this step?

Why do you think your chosen method or action will help to include [insert
yyour SDG] aspects and values?

Examples we use in this phase:
Personas, Customer/r/r User Journey,y,y Story boarding, User flows,... , other methods? Do
we need new methods?

Examples we use in this phase:
Card sorting, Affiffif nity mapping, Empathy mapping, Experience mapping,... , other
methods? Do we need new methods?

Converging

Fi
nd

in
si

gh
ts

3.

Can you find possibilities in methods or actions in this step?

Why do you think your chosen method(s) or action will help to include
[insert your SDG] aspects and values?

Deduce opportunitytyt areas

Examples we use in this phase:
Prioritisation mapping, voting,... , other methods? Do we need new methods?

Converging

D
ed

uc
e

op
po

rt
un

itytyt
ar

ea
s

4.

What could be general HMW Questions to include [insert your SDG]?

HoHoH w MiMiM gigi ht WeWeW Questions

(Maybe questions that we should always discuss at this point?)Converging

H
M

W

5.

Is there a hidden layer we can think of in the research phase? Maybe
besides the methods and already mentioned actions?

Hidden layer

Converging

Is there a
hidden layer?

Brainstorm design ideas & concepts, test out what works and discard
what doesn’t.

DEVELOLOL P - Ideation Phase

Dive
rgi

ng

Ideation

1. Ideation

Dive
rgi

ng
Set ideas, a

design vision
& hypotheses

2.

Can you find possibilities in methods or actions in this step?

Why do you think your chosen method or action will help to include
[insert your SDG] aspects and values?

Set ideas, a design vision & hypotheses

Examples we use in this phase:
Creative writing, What if.f.f .., 3 Horizons, future wheel,... , other methods? Do we need
new methods?

Dive
rgi

ng

Evaluate 1st
ideas

3.

Can you find possibilities in methods or actions in this step?

Why do you think your chosen method(s) or action will help to include
[insert your SDG] aspects and values?

Evaluate 1st ideas

Examples we use in this phase:
TeTeT st paper prototype, low fidelity digital prototype, wizard of oz (fake it until you
make it), collect results,..., other methods?, Do we need new methods?

Dive
rgi

ng

Is there a
hidden layer?

4.

Is there a hidden layer we can think of in the research phase? Maybe
besides the methods and already mentioned actions?

Hidden layer

Can you find possibilities in methods or actions in this step?

Why do you think your chosen method or action will help to include [insert
yyour SDG] aspects and values?

Examples we use in this phase:
Crazy 8, sketching, scenario building, role-playing, service blueprints, mood boards,
story boards, ..., other methods? Do we need new methods?

DELIVER - Implementation Phase

Converging

1. Build 2.

Can you find possibilities in methods or actions in this step?

Why do you think your chosen method(s) or action will help to include
[insert your SDG] aspects and values?

TeTeT st, analylyl se, repeat

Bu
ild

Can you find possibilities in methods or actions in this step?

Why do you think your chosen method or action will help to include [insert
yyour SDG] aspects and values?

Examples we use in this phase:
User testing: Experience & usability,y,y Evaluate test results, adjust solutions,... , other
methods? Do we need new methods?

Examples we use in this phase:
Mid/high fidelity wire-framing & wire-flows, interactive prototyping, visual design, UI
Design,... , other methods? Do we need new methods?

Converging

TeTeT
st

, a
na

lylyl
se

, r
ep

ea
t

3.

Can you find possibilities in methods or actions in this step?

Why do you think your chosen method(s) or action will help to include
[insert your SDG] aspects and values?

Deduce opportunitytyt areas

Examples we use in this phase:
Pre- release information to user,r,r google analytics, ...

Converging

ReReR
le

as
e,

RoRoR
llo

ut

5.

Is there a hidden layer we can think of in the research phase? Maybe
besides the methods and already mentioned actions?

Hidden layer

Converging

Is there a
hidden layer?

DOING THE RIGHT THINGS DOING THINGS RIGHT

Double diamond Analylyl sis

The first diamond helps people understand, rather than simply
assume, what the problem is. It involves speaking to and spending
time with people who are afffff ected by the issues.

DISCOVOVO ER - Research phase

Dive
rgi

ng

Understand
the brief

1.

How can we questioning the initial brief in relation to
gender equalityytyt ?

Understand the brief

Stakeholder 
map

Questioning 
the given 

target group

Understand 
power 

dynamics

Question 
who's not 
included

Dive
rgi

ng
Field

Research

2.

Can you find possibilities in methods or actions in this step?

Why do you think your chosen method or action will help to include
gender equalityytyt aspects and values?

Field Research

Look at 
gender 

balanced 
user groups

When 
interviewing 

girls or women, 
be sensitive with 

the setting

Diaries & 
cultural 
probes

Community led 
explorations 

(participation, 
not only 

observation)

Examples we use in this phase:
Observations, diaries, be the user,r,r user interviews, user group discussions,
quantitative surveys / data collection, fly on the wall, ..., other methods?
Do we need new methods?

Dive
rgi

ng

Desk
Research

3.

Can you find possibilities in methods or actions in this step?

Why do you think your chosen method or action will help to include
gender equalityytyt aspects and values?

Desk Research

Critical thinking in 
benchmarking 

analysis - are they 
stereotype 

driven?

Try to find 
literature who 
is conducted 
by different 

genders

Have a list of 
criteria when 
doing desk 
research 

regarding gender 
equality

Examples we use in this phase:
Brainstorming around the problem, benchmark media landscape, trends, articles,
literature, publications,... ,other methods?, Do we need new methods?

Dive
rgi

ng

Is there a
hidden layer?

4.

Is there a hidden layer we can think of in the research phase? Maybe
besides the methods and already mentioned actions?

Hidden layer

Questioning 
one's own 

perspective, 
assumptions, 

etc.

Is you team 
gender 
equal?

Address the 
topic in your 
project team

Maybe we 
should 
make a 

check-list

Just let the participants 
place the points to the 

sticky notes of the double 
diamond analysis

If you have more than 4 
participants, you can 

split the analysis parts 
accordingly to more teams

you can use zoom 
breakout rooms for the teams

YoYoY u could also use the vso use the vs oo use the voo use the v ting functioting functio on 
of miro, instead of using the dots.of miro, instead of using the dots.of miro, instead of using the do

 More about the function More about the function

Short check-in
Diary review
Double Dimond analysis
Feedback round

1.
2.
3.
4.

What's up fofof r today?

This co-creation session is about analysing the
current design practice of the participants

We have already prepared an agenda for you

The agenda is formulated for the activities of
this toolkit. YoYoY u can of course, adjust it as you
like

The length of the sessions is approx. 1 1/2h
depending on the size of the team and your
personal adjustments

The check-in activity is a quick warm-up. The aim is to see in which
mood the participants come into the session and that they develop
empathy for each other.r.r

Ask the participants to put their sticky note on the giphy
that reflects their mood
Set the timer on 2 min.
Give each participant 1 min. to explain their mood (if they
want to)

How to do it

2 min

In this activity,y,y the participants present their reflections from their
self-reflection diaries. The aim is to see in which situations the
participants encounter aspects of the SDG in their everyday work.
This is a mental preparation for the next activity.y.y

Use the introductory template to announce the task
Row the completed diaries one below the other
Give each participant 2 min. to present their observations

How to do it

2 min

In this activity the focus is on looking at the practice by analysing
each step of the Double Diamond design process. The aim is to
discover possible situations into which the values of the selected
SDG could be integrated.

Divide the participants in two teams
TeTeT am 1 has to work on the first diamond, team 2 on the
second
The designers have to consider what they usually do in
the phases, which methods they use, and which actions
take place
They have to brainstorm potential possibilities to
integrate values of the SDG
In each phase a free field is shown at the end, called the
hidden layer.r.r This is the part where they can think more
freely about possibilities
Set the timer on 2 min. for every step

How to do it

2 min

DISCOVOVO ER DEFINE DEVELOLOL P DELIVER

Dive
rgi

ng Converging Dive
rgi

ng Converging

Research Phase Synthesis Phase Ideation Phase Implementation Phase

Understand
the brief

Define
research
areas &
methods

Primaryryr
Research

Secondaryryr
Research

Bu
ild

Th
em

es
&

clu
ste

rs

Fin
d i

ns
ig

ht
s

De
du

ce
op

po
rtu

ni
tytyt

ar
ea

s

HM
W

Qu
es

tio
ns

Ideate Evaluate 1st
ideas

Set ideas, a
design vision &

hypotheses

Set ideas, a
design vision &

hypotheses

Bu
ild

, t
es

t, a
na

lylyl s
e

Le
ar

n,
ite

ra
te

, re
pe

at

Bu
ild

, it
er

at
e,

re
pe

at

ReReR
le

as
e,

Ro
llo

ut

2 min 2 min 2 min 2 min

2 min 2 min 2 min 2 min

2 min 2 min 2 min 2 min 2 min

Double diamond Analylyl sis
2 min 2 min 2 min 2 min

Double diamond Analylyl sis
2 min 2 min 2 min 2 min

Now is the time to look at the results of the analysis an
them.

Sets the timer to 5 min. per presenting team
Aftftf er the presentation, each participant receives 3
that they can set on the ideas/possibilities that ap
be most valuable to them
Aftftf er the participants have set their points on the
Diamond analysis boards, the most popular ideas
collected onto the board
Each participant is given 1 min. to explain why th
these options
The participants have to decide until the next ses
with which opportunity they would like to go into
ideation (next session)

How to do it

ToToT include values of [ insert your SDG ] in digital products,
we have to ... (think / consider / understand / ...

It is important to design fofof r [ insert your SDG ] because ...

The UX vision of [ Insert your SDG ]

Please Complete the sentence..
In order to design fofof r [ insert your SDG ], we have to ...
(do / make / implement / create / ...).

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

YoYoY ur chosen opportunitytyt to work on

Highlylyl voted opportunities Low voted opportunities

With which opportunitytyt will you start
your ideation today?

Opportunity 
1

Set a context tag

Opportunity 
3

Set a context tag

Opportunity 
4

Set a context tag

Opportunity 
2

Set a context tag

Opportunity 
5

Set a context tag

Name 
p1

Name 
p2

Name 
p4

Name 
p3

Prioritised opportunities

P1 - Describe the change

1. Place your selected opportunitytyt here

I see the potential to [insert SDG] because ...

3. Describe the current state and what is the goal of the change?

2. Describe why do you see potential to support
[insert SDG] in this method/ action/ idea?

WhWhW at arerer wewew ususu uallylyl dodod inini ththt isisi actitit oioi n / meththt od?
Or whwhw at isisi misisi ssss inini g inini ththt e currrrr erer nt statat tetet ?

HoHoH w cacac n wewew inini tetet gege rarar tetet gendeded r equalititi ytyt vavav luesese or
asasa psps ectstst inini totot ththt isisi actitit oioi n / meththt od ? Or whwhw at wiwiw lili l
ththt e ididi eded a bririr nini g?

CuCuC rrrrr erer nt statat tetet : ChChC anged / new statat tetet :

TrTrT arar nsfsfs ofof rmrmr atitit oioi n / WhWhW at isisi misisi ssss inini g?

[... the current state you want to change]

FROM

[... the future state where you want to go]

TO

YoYoY u want to change a method?
USE SCACAC MPER!

Substitute Combine

Adapt

MagnifyfyfPut

Eliminate

WhWhW icici hchc partrtr stst ofofo ththt e ididi eded a or ththt e meththt od dodod yoyoy u
wawaw nt totot subtitit titi utut tetet ?

CoCoC mbinini e wiwiw titi htht oththt er fufuf nctitit oioi ns or meththt odsdsd

WhWhW at partrtr stst ofofo ththt e meththt od dodod yoyoy u wawaw nt totot chchc ange?

WoWoW uld yoyoy u likiki ekek totot enlargrgr e partrtr stst ofofo ththt e meththt od?Do yoyoy u wawaw nt totot ususu e ththt e meththt od fofof r a didid fifi ffff efef rerer nt
purprpr ose ththt an ititi isisi inini tetet ndeded d?

Rearrange

WhWhW at cococ uld be rerer dudud cecec d or deded latetet d?

Do yoyoy u wawaw nt totot rerer arrrrr arar nge someththt inini g
inini ththt e meththt od?

Add the
name of the

mehtod

YoYoY u don't know exactlylyl in which direction it's going?
Then start with the ideation flower.r.r

Visualise the Idea

[Your you 
discovered 
challenge/ 

opportunity]

What 
if...

What 
if...

What 
if...

What 
if...

What 
if...

What 
if...

What 
if...

What 
if...

We 
do ...

We 
do ...

We 
do ...

We 
do ...

We 
do ...

We 
do ...

We 
do ...

We 
do ...

Create a visualisation of your idea.
E.g. Sketch on paper and upload a photo of it, if
you have a graphic tablet you can also sketch
directly here in Miro, you can also use shapes,
arrows, post-its, tables, wireframes or pictures
from the Miro tools.

PEN fofof r
sketching
(shortcut: P)

Arrows
& Lines
(Shortcut: L)

Shapes
(Shortcut: S)

Wireframes, google
images, tables, Icons

Sum up your result

[Headline / Name of your resul

DESCRIPTION VISUALISATATA ION

VAVAV LUE IT WILL CREATATA E

HOW TO USE

Describe your result in a few sentences.

Describe what value the result can create.

Describe the steps to use the result

...

...

. . .

. .

1.
2.
3.
4.

Add your visual

Name 
p1

Name 
p2

Name 
p3

Name 
p4

WoWoW uld you rather.r.r ..

...[your example] ...[your example]

Name 
p1

Name 
p2

Name 
p3

Name 
p4

Name 
p1

Name 
p2

Name 
p3

Name 
p4

OR

...[your example] ...[your example]OR

...[your example] ...[your example]OR

Steffano

Martin SarahTeresa

WoWoW uld you rather.r.r ..

...have a career ... a fafaf milylyl ?OR

... be perceived as likable ... competent?OR

... be told to smile ... calm down?OR

WoWoW uld you rather.r.r ..

...give up your car ... animal productsOR

... plant a fofof rest ... regrow a coral reefOR

... take one long-
distance flight

... have cold showers fofof r a
year

OR

SteffanoMartin SarahTeresa

SteffanoMartin
Sarah Teresa

Name 
p1

Name 
p2

Name 
p3

Name 
p4

Name 
p1

Name 
p2

Name 
p3

Name 
p4

Name 
p1

Name 
p2

Name 
p3

Name 
p4

Should we change something or is something missing in our vision?

Vision statements session 1

ToToT include values of [ insert your SDG ] in digital products,
we have to ... (think / consider / understand / ...

It is important to design fofof r [ insert your SDG ] because ... In order to design fofof r [ insert your SDG ], we have to ...
(do / make / implement / create / ...).

What is the 
opportunity 
you want to 

tacke?

Think about 
how to tackle 
the problem / 
opportunity

How can 
you 

realise it?

Short warm-up
Revisit the vision
YoYoY ur chosen topic
Ideation & creation
Feedback round

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What's up fofof r today?

This session is about presenting the results of
the last session.

We have already prepared an agenda for you.

The agenda is formulated for the activities of
this toolkit. YoYoY u can of course adjust it as you
like.

The length of the sessions is approx. 2h
depending on the size of the team and your
personal adjustments

Would you rather be ... is a warm-up exercise in which two
statements are placed side by side. The participants choose which
statement applies more to them.

TrTrT y to find statements that fit your chosen SDG. We have given two
examples.

Explain the task
Set the timer on 1 min.
Give each participant 1 min. to explain their choices

How to do it

1 min 1 min

1 min

Since the first co-creation session, the participants have thought a lot
about the chosen SDG. Now the participants should check the vision
from the first session again. YoYoY u give them the opportunity to change
or add to the vision.

TaTaT ke the vision frame from the first co-creation session and add new
sticky notes or use the template.

Explain the task
Set the timer on 3 min.
Give each participant 1 minute to explain their additions
or changes.

How to do it

3 min

In this step the participants explain which opportunity they have
chosen to work on in this session.

Each participant get 1 min. to explain which opportunity
they have chosen
Everyone add their name to the sticky note with their
topic
If there are participants who would like to work on the
same opportunity,y,y offfff er them to discuss or work together

How to do it

2 min

In the creation activity,y,y the participants go through three steps to
develop an idea and a solution.

Go through each template (describe the change, ideation
templates, visualise the idea & sum up your result) with
the participants once
Give the participant the chance to ask questions

How to do it

The participants use the describe the change template to think about
the opportunity and change they want to create.

The participant should fill in the fields to describe their
opportunity
Set the timer for 5 min.

How to do it

There are 3 possible templates with difffff erent methods available for
ideation. The participants should choose the appropriate method
based on their opportunity.y.y

TeTeT mplate Scamper is for those who want to change /
adapt a method or action.
TeTeT mplate: Collection of criteria / tips is for those who
want to create a criteria or tip collection.
TeTeT mplate: Ideation flower is for those who do not yet
know exactly which direction it is going and want to
brainstorm more freely.y.y
Set the timer for 10 min.

How to do it

5 min 10 min

In this step, the participants should visualise the idea they are
pursuing.

Participants can use pen and paper and upload photos or
use the miro functions.
Set the timer for 10 min.

How to do it

In the last step, the participants should summarize their idea

Participants fill out the template fields
Set the timer for 6 min.
if the participants have not completely finished it, ask
them to finish it by the presentation session

How to do it

10 min 12 min

WaWaW rm up: I am ... but i am not ...

I am [asian] 
but I am 

not [good 
at math]

Example:

I am [...] 
but I am 
not [...]

I am [...] 
but I am 
not [...]

I am [...] 
but I am 
not [...]

I am [...] 
but I am 
not [...]

P1 Name P2 Name P3 Name P4 Name

Think of prejudices you have encountered
in your lifefef and complete the sentences

WoWoW uld you like to
create a collection of
criteria or tips?

Which input
would you like
to summarise?

Who can use
these criteria?

In which fofof rmat
can you show

it?

In what context
are the criteria

to be used?

Complete the vision

The UX vision of [ Insert your SDG ]

Feedback Round 1

Give fefef edback on the result 1
I like...

I wish...

What if.f.f ..

Result 1
[Headline / Name of your result]

DESCRIPTION VISUALISATATA ION

VAVAV LUE IT WILL CREATATA E

HOW TO USE

Describe your result in a few sentences.

Describe what value the result can create.

Describe the steps to use the result

...

...

. . .

. .

1.
2.
3.
4.

Add your visualisation.

ToToT include values of [ insert your SDG ] in digital products,
we have to ... (think / consider / understand / ...

It is important to design fofof r [ insert your SDG ] because ...

Let's create a vision

The UX vision of [ Insert your SDG ]
Please complete the sentence:

In order to design fofof r [ insert your SDG ], we have to ...
(do / make / implement / create / ...).

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Vision statements session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Statement 
session 1

Vision statements session 3

Vision paragraph 1: THE WHY
Include arguments collected by participants why it is important
to incorporate values of the SDG into the work of designers.

Vision paragraph 2: THE HOW
Include all aspects of what needs to be considered in order to
achieve the goal.

Vision paragraph 3: THE WHATATA
Include collected aspects of what to do to achieve the goals.

Remind the participant to 
listen carefully so that 
they can give constructive 

feedback

This session is about presenting the results of
the last session

We have already prepared an agenda for you

The agenda is formulated for the activities of
this toolkit. YoYoY u can of course adjust it as you
like

The length of the sessions is approx. 1h
depending on the size of the team and your
personal adjustments

Short warm-up
Revisit the vision
Presentations + Feedback

1.
2.
3.

What's up fofof r today?

During this warm-up, the participants have to fill in the gaps in the
sentence I am ... but I am not... . It is about building empathy for
each other and sensitising them to prejudice.

Ask the participants to complete the sentences
Set the timer for 2 min.
Give each participant 1 min. to explain their sentence

How to do it

Now all results will be presented one aftftf er the other.r.r

For the presentation, the participants can show the
TeTeT mplate: Sum up the result from the last session
Set the timer for 5 min. per presentation
Duplicate the feedback template for each presentation
Aftftf er each presentation, the other participants can give
feedback on the result on the feedback template, set the
timer on 3 min.
Give each participant 1 min. to explain their feedback

How to do it

2 min 5 min

Show your result

Let's show us your result from the last session.
Everyryr one gets max. 5 min. to present your result.

3 min

Now is the time to formulate a complete vision.

TaTaT ke the vision frame from the last session
Formulate a coherent text from the collected content of
the participants
Read the vision to the participants
Ask the participants whether something is missing or
something should be rewritten

How to do it

3 min 2 min

But don't forget to 

For my examples, I will 
use SDG 5 Gender equality

Congratula
tions, 

these were
 definitel

y 

a couple o
f exciting

 

sessions!
Let's get in touch, if 

you want to give us 

feedback on the toolkit 

or share your outcome sustainableuxmanifesto.com

The Sustainable UX
Manifesto
As UX Designers we always put the userin the center of our work. This is how wedefine our job. But, in these times wehave to take responsibility for morethan just our users. We have to takeresponsibility for the effect of our workon all …

bit.ly

Create Account
Slack is a new way to communicate with
your team. It's faster, better organized,
and more secure than email.

Group-members:

01

Name of the group: EnEnE tetet r ththt e groror upupu -name hererer

http://sustainableuxnetwork.com


sustainableuxnetwork.com

http://sustainableuxnetwork.com


Source:

SUX Network

Sustainable Product Workshops



someone or something else pays the prize 
for the great User Experience we build.

Too o!en



Build for less 
Carbon Emissions



Why do we need Sustainability 
Guidelines for the Web?



The Internet is responsible for 
3,7% of the global green 
house emissions per year.

Source: BBC, 2020



A website with 2,5million visits 
per month easily „emits“ 20 
tons of CO2 each month - 
ONLY on the client side.



- 2,5 million visits per month 
- 10 page views per visit 
- 0,8g CO per page view 

- 20 tons of CO2 per month 
- Flying Copenhagen - NY 20 times



of emissions are set in the design phase
80%



Measuring Carbon Footprints

websitecarbon.com ecograder.com

And further tools: digitalbeacon.co, Globemallow (Chrome Extension)

http://ecograder.com






7x higher carbon emissions 

per page view!



Many variables contribute to emissions 
or waste being produced online
- The way data is sent or received between client and server 
- Hosting, environments, infrastructure 
- Consumer devices and visitors behavior  
- Software like Web-Browsers 
- Design/UX decisions 
- Content  
- Development Workflows, business operations, tooling



The Web 
Sustainability 
Guidelines (WSG)



Web Sustainability Guidelines (WSG) 1.0

Design, because…

https://w3c.github.io/sustyweb/



The Web Sustainability Guidelines promote 
environmental, social, and economic best 
practices based on measurable, evidence-
based research…with the primary goal of 
reducing harm to the wider ecosystem 
(regarding people and the planet) through 
sustainable strategy adoption.



The WSGs consist of four main parts

1. User Experience Design 
2. Web Development 
3. Hosting, Infrastructure and Systems 
4. Business Strategy and Product Management



Each guideline comes with 
certain success criterion(s)

General Composition 
of a guideline

Each guideline is rated regarding 
impact (low, mid high) and effort 
(low, mid, high)

Success Criterions

Impact/Effort

For each guideline the main 
benefits are stated 

Benefits

Simple description of what and 
how to do.

Description



Next Steps

1. WSGs are updated at the moment, new version already 
in internal review 

2. Bring WSGs into use 
3. Make WSGs official W3C standard



How you can start



What is the estimated Carbon 
footprint of your Website?

Create Visibility about the negative impacts 
and status quo of your Website

Which of the WSGs do you fulfill 
already? Which not at all?

Carbon Footprint Status quo WSGs / Audit



You cannot do it all at once. Define a 
roadmap what to do when. Where 
you can align things with upcoming 
releases or new projects? What are 
low-having fruits? 

Start making Sustainability Default in your 
product building/design processes.

- How much less carbon will your 
product emit in 12 months? 

- What WSGs do you want to 
fulfill in the next 6 month? 

Roadmap & first actions Set Goals
Add sustainability and ethics to your 
product strategy. 

Adapt product strategy



Web Sustainability Guidelines (WSG) 1.0

Design, because…

https://w3c.github.io/sustyweb/



And what  
about AI?



And what about AI?

Source: Wired

https://www.wired.com/story/the-generative-ai-search-race-has-

a-dirty-secret/

„Third-party analysis by 
researchers estimates that the 
training of GPT-3, which 
ChatGPT is partly based on, 
consumed 1,287 MWh, and led to 
emissions of more than 550 tons 
of carbon dioxide equivalent.“



Source: University of California, Riverside

https://news.ucr.edu/articles/2023/04/28/ai-programs-consume-

large-volumes-scarce-water

„Run some 20 to 50 queries 
and roughly a half liter, 
around 17 ounces, of fresh 
water is lost in the form of 
steam emissions.“

And what about AI?



Source: NY Times

https://www.nytimes.com/2023/06/08/nyregion/lawyer-chatgpt-

sanctions.html

And what about AI?

AI does not understand our 
words. It makes predictions 
based on statistics NOT 
based on context. 

A large language model is 
NOT a large knowledge 
model. 



Source: AI Snake Oil

https://www.aisnakeoil.com/p/quantifying-chatgpts-gender-bias

And what about AI?

AI is as biased as we are.



Source: Time

https://time.com/6247678/openai-chatgpt-kenya-workers/

„One Sama worker tasked with 
reading and labeling text for OpenAI 
told TIME he su"ered from 
recurring visions a!er reading a 
graphic description of a man having 
sex with a dog in the presence of a 
young child. “That was torture,” he 
said. “You will read a number of 
statements like that all through the 
week. By the time it gets to Friday, 
you are disturbed from thinking 
through that picture.”“

And what about AI?



can we make sure we use AI in 
an ethical and sustainable way?

How



Let’s get in touch.
Web: 

Web: 

LinkedIn:

thorstenjonas.com 

sustainableuxnetwork.com 

linkedin.com/thorstenjonas

http://thorstenjonas.com
http://sustainableuxnetwork.com



